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• Humans behave strategically and respond to incentives in 
all domains of the economy including biosecurity 

• All inspection rules, by default, possess incentives for 
stakeholder compliance 

• Ignoring the incentive properties of rules leads to 
(unpleasant) surprises

Key messages
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• Australia’s DAWR is now investigating the (strategic) 
responses of importers and suppliers to rule changes when 
designing inspection protocols:

 incentive regulation

• Incentive regulation:

‒ Takes account of (expected) behaviour of regulated entities, not just 
the regulator’s objectives

‒ Harnesses the incentives for 
stakeholders to comply

‒ Ideally, results in improved 
efficiency

Incorporating incentives 
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Aims to design and trial biosecurity inspection protocols that 
encourage compliant behaviour.

1. Select pathways and protocols to trial through

a) Analysis of DAWR’s administrative data

b) Stakeholder consultation

c) Economic theory

2. Test aspects of protocols using economic experiments

3. Implement field trial

CEBRA’s ‘Carrots and Sticks’ project
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1 a) Analysis of administrative data

• Analysis of DAWR databases gave an 
understanding of the following: 

‒ Distribution of failure rates between 
importers, suppliers and countries of origin

‒ Reasons for consignments failing 
inspection, patterns of failure

‒ The relationship between importers, 
customs brokers and suppliers
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1 b) Stakeholder consultation

• Semi-structured discussions with
importers and customs brokers

• Information gathered on key 
biosecurity issues, including:  

‒ Importers’ and customs brokers’ 
understanding and experience of Australia’s biosecurity system

‒ Measures taken by suppliers and importers to reduce likelihood 
of biosecurity risk material in products

‒ Import supply-chain structures

• Interviews identified key import-supply chain participants
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1 c) Economic theory

• Use insights from economic theory to structure and design 
protocols

• Use simulation model to determine expected behaviour of 
importers

• Theoretical models can provide benchmark for how 
importers could be expected to respond to various rules:

– Can test theoretical predictions in an experimental economics 
laboratory



Two pathways selected:

1. Peat

2. Selected vegetable seeds for sowing (VS)

Suggested protocols for testing 

– CSP-1

– New approaches to communicating inspection rules

– Structured feedback reports

Selected pathways and protocols
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2. Economic experiments

• Aspects of proposed protocols were in an experimental 
economics laboratory, where:

– Subjects (students) take on the role of the importer choosing a 
supplier

– Experimental ‘treatments’ were different forms of the rules and 
costs

– Role of regulator played by computer software
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2. Economic experiments – key results

• Feedback may be important for influencing performance 
under compliance-based inspection rules

• More information about the rule seems to encourage 
supplier choices with lower biosecurity risk

• CSP-1 may perform as well as CSP-3 from choice 
perspective and may be better understood by stakeholders

• Compliance-based protocols may support biosecurity 
objectives when failing inspection and/or being inspected 
is costly
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Two pathways selected:
1. Peat

2. Selected vegetable seeds for sowing (VS)

Two protocols being tested:
1. Adaptive inspection with refined pathway definition (peat and VS)

• CSP-1

• Profile within a tariff code

2. Structured feedback reports (VS only)

3. Implementation of field trial
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• What we have learnt so far:

– Tailored communication with importers seems to be well-received 
and more effective

– Feedback can be valuable for stakeholders - identify options for 
changing systems to avoid repeated non-compliance and picking up 
problems with document lodgement by customs brokers

– Internal department communication/processes could be more 
consultative to implement change

– Industry bodies can be an ally to help with communication

– Selection of commodities for incentive-based regulation

– Many unforeseen issues and complications (IT, legislation, pathway 
peculiarities)

3. Implementation of field trial



Next steps

• Field trial ends in November 2017 – analyse results

• Incorporate findings into DAWR ‘business as usual’

– Feedback reports have been implemented on several pathways

• New CEBRA project to help design protocols around 
assurance activities delegated to Competent Authorities

• Rossiter, A. and Hester S. 2017. Designing biosecurity inspection 
regimes to account for stakeholder incentives: An inspection game 
approach. Economic Record, DOI: 10.1111/1475-4932.12315. 
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• Humans behave strategically and respond to incentives in 
all domains of the economy including biosecurity 

• All inspection rules, by default, possess incentives for 
stakeholder compliance

• Ignoring the incentive properties of rules leads to 
(unpleasant) surprises

• Implement rules as designed

• Include economists in rule design, and regulation 
activities in general! Particularly economists with skills in:

– Economic theory (game theory, contract theory, mechanism 
design), behavioural and experimental economics

Key messages
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